Condition Assessment
SAFR23561 - __________________
vessel name or
unidentified:

report by: N.S. Crowley

date:

photographs taken: y / n

date:

 recto:
 verso:

date/year:
dimensions:

Hx

W in.

 detail _____________

vessel type:

 Hans Bendickson signature or stamp

# of masts

Housing at start of assessment

plan view

tube: yes / no

 Signature  Notations  Markings
media:  ink  pencil  other:_________________
location: e.g.: LL; LR; UR; UL; recto; verso; corner; lower center
 signature:
 date:
 Hans Bendickson signature or stamp
 stamp:
 previous repair:
 inscription:

interleaving: yes / no
Housing after assessment
tube: yes / no
interleaving: yes / no

Physical Description of Object
primary support
(object material,
color, type):

materials:
description:

media

type:  pencil pen  ink  other:

color/s:

Condition
 good

 fair

 poor

 unstable

Item is in good condition, robust and
stable. It may have very slight visible
damage which does not impede its
use in any way.
-Damage will not increase with
normal use.

Item is in fair condition,
disfigured or damaged,
but stable.
-May be used with
extra care and
attention.

Item is in poor condition
with signs of deterioration.
-Handling may cause
damage.
-May be used under close
supervision / restricted
use.

Item is unstable for use.
-It is so fragile and damaged that it will
suffer further damage if handled
-It has mold or pest infestation.
-It is housed in an environment that
causes damage

Condition notes (inherent properties, environmental, physical and mechanical damage)
primary support:

condition of structure:
 brittle
 water damage
 cockling
 creases

 folds
 loss
 dents
 holes
 tears: _____________________
 tears along edges

condition of surface:
 marks
 scratches
 stains

 discoloration
 dirt/dust
 accretion
 evidence of biological activity:

 pressure sensitive tape:
 magic tape:

Conservation Assessment
 rehousing needed:
 suggested for conservation for the following reasons (also note type of conservation required):
 STABLE :
 Item has only minor flaws, tears or surface dirt
 UNSTABLE:

 Adhered to poor quality materials /

 URGENT

 Severe condition problems or

pressure sensitive tape

high priority or significant item

 NEEDS ATTENTION

 Requires repair of tears/loss
 Requires flattening of folds/creases/cockling
 Requires removal of adhesions/tape/adhesives
 Requires reduction of staining/discolouration
 Water damaged
 Requires surface cleaning
 Candidate for aqueous reduction of staining

TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
 Surface clean with vulcanized rubber sponge , soft brush, dust cloth
 Tear repair with Japanese paper and wheat starch paste
 Localized flattening
 Removal of water soluble tape/adhesions
 Removal of Pressure Sensitive tapes/adhesive

Drawing of condition:

